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FOR IMMIDEATE RELEASE 2020-04-13
Parents Feeling lost in Homeschool Hell? Online Black Belt Training Brings
Confidence & Focus Promoting Student Productivity
AKLA Martial Arts in Hudson, Ma has launched a Virtual Platform that will change the way kids
study forever and you can train from anywhere!
Hudson, MassachusettsAKLA Martial Arts has extended their program to the online community, giving immediate tools to keep
kids focused and productive while confined to the house all day. With their detailed customizable training
schedule, students can find a little structure in the chaos of turning Home into School. At the same time
helping to fill the gap which has many families facing extreme boredom. Starting from the moment you
wake up, AKLA’s Online Curriculum will guide you and your family through each day allowing you to
get the most out of the current situation while learning how to see it as an opportunity to be dressed for
success as you have this time to press ”reset” on your life.
AKLA’s Online training platform combined with Live-Online-Classes, at their normally scheduled times
of 3pm-8pm, will give you several chances throughout the week to get One-on-One, Semi-Private, and
Group Lessons online using your smart phone, tablet, or computer. In addition, AKLA has pledged to put
out a Live Cast on Facebook every day until the end of the COVID-19 Crisis, offering tips on how to
“Wake-up & Warmup” as well as facilitate important discussions on applying Black Belt Character with
various parts of our program which is designed to improve grades and behavior.
Parents are going a bit stir crazy as they are forced to become homeschool teachers temporarily. AKLA
has the perfect solution and it lies in the core curriculum of their Family Martial Arts/Character
Development Program which is vigorously designed in conjunction with experts in the fields of Psychology,
Education, and Military Leadership to provide social, physical, emotional, and attitudinal growth. Their
program works hand in hand with every child's school work, providing improved Self Discipline, SelfConfidence, Mental Alertness, and Goal Setting Skills.
"Mr. Jeff's online training and virtual classes have been the perfect way to maintain a sense of structure, connection, and
normalcy for my son during this time when he is out of school! The curriculum is the perfect balance of the emphasis of character
education values such as perseverance and resilience intertwined with the physical and mental dimensions of martial arts. As a
teacher myself, fully immersed in online classes with my own students during this extended time out of school, many students and
parents share that their time meeting with our class online is one of the highlights of their day. Clearly, Students need structure
and balance at this unsure time and I am thrilled Mr. Jeff has found the perfect way to continue to educate my child both
physically and emotionally!"
~Erin Yablonski

At AKLA, young people are taught that through dedicated, intense work all worthwhile goals in life are
attainable. While their program has already been successful in improving grades and behavior, now their
online training platform will have kids well equipped with distance learning tools long before they go to
college and have to use these skills. Training online has always been an option for students who travel for
work, vacation, or are home with the flu and now it is ready to assist you during this unprecedented time.
AKLA is giving everyone a chance to try the Live Interactive Classes for 2 Weeks Free! Schedule your Free
One-on-One Introductory Lesson Online Today at karate4free.com to learn more. You can surely expect that
when your kids go back to school, they will be more Confident, Focused, Respectful, and dressed for success,
living up to the AKLA Mission Statement: Developing the Future Leaders of America, One Black Belt at a
Time!
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